Operating Partners Forum New York 2022 Agenda
Day 1:

Wednesday, October 19

7:20

Registration and breakfast

8:00

PEI’s welcome and chairman’s opening remarks

Seth Kerker, Director of Events, Americas, PEI
Chairman:
Tim Sanders, Vice President, Client Strategy, Upwork

For program information:
Marc Mele
marc.m@peimedia.com

For sponsorship opportunities:
Lawrence Dvorchik
lawrence.d@peimedia.com

privateequityinternational.com/opny

For registration queries:
Customer Services
customerservice@peimedia.com

8:20

Building agility in the current economy: the next chapter of the value creation playbook
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9:00

Value creation playbooks in a recessionary/inflationary environment: how is the recipe changing? How
are operating teams addressing this unprecedented turbulent market?
Developing an agility playbook to navigate through this period of instability and build sustainable
EBITDA
Essential steps/countermeasures for your portfolio companies: how is PE “future-proofing” and building
resilience into its portfolios? What levers should be triggered to weather whatever comes next? How
important will liquidity become during this downturn/recession?
Discussing the trends/factors that will have the largest impact on PE — lessons learned from other
downturns: what has PE done historically to deal with recessions? What works and what doesn’t?
How is PE investing its time and resources during these difficult times: what are the real challenges and
opportunities?
Uncovering longer term investments and operational approaches in looking at valuations as interest
rates are rising — estimating the severity of its impact across various industries
How can PE sponsors help portfolio management navigate issues and disruptions? With hold periods
decreasing every year, how do you manage and improve the relationship with your portfolio companies
and work together effectively?
Strengthening operational alignment: improving the linkage between sales, operations, and finance to
survive
Investment and exit strategies in a recession: what are you doing differently to acquire companies and
prepare companies for sale?

PE operating partners: what do your CEOs need from you?
PE investors are placing big bets on CEOs and their management teams. The partnership between the
investment team and CEO is one of the most critical levers to get right early in the hold period. When it is off
track, the investment is at risk. While much attention is placed on how operating partners drive growth and
returns; has anyone ever asked the portfolio CEOs what do they really need? CEOs will make or break your value
creation plan and operating partners can benefit from hearing directly on how they can collectively drive returns
for all key stakeholders. This very insightful panel of portfolio company CEOs will share their experiences on
ways to best leverage the operating partner alliance in looking at:
• How can your Operating Partners quickly earn your trust and management team’s support?
• What aspects of the 100-day plan work well?
• What does a productive CEO/OP relationship look like?
• How should tough topics and issues be addressed?
• What level of communications and transparency are important?
• As CEOs, where do you need the most help?
• Where can Operating Partners continue to develop their skills and capabilities to be seen as value
partners?
• Other advice and tips for Operating Partners to help CEOs drive value creation (in the eyes of the CEO)
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9:40

Accelerating the pivot to growth with rapid, tactical commercial effectiveness levers
•
•
•
•
•
•

10:20
10:40

Networking break
Tech value creation roadmaps: digitizing across the entire investment lifecycle
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11:15

Focusing on tactical, quick-hit revenue growth that’s tangible and measurable
Sustaining a growth trajectory: aligning the organization for longer-term revenue levers across the
investment lifecycle
Maximizing effective use of marketing and trade spend
Utilizing digital capabilities to automate, improve targeting, and identify and focus on profitable growth
Re-investing cost savings to fuel growth
Driving performance visibility, accountability and P&L impact through margin and revenue wins

Tech strategy roadmaps across the lifecycle: pre-acquisition, 100 days, hold, and exit
In what ways are investors identifying opportunities to leverage technology to unlock operational value
creation during due diligence given limited time/information/resources?
Achieving alignment through leadership, strategy, IT teams, and tech capabilities
Finding gaps in the first 100 days
Which areas are most often misaligned and how do you address the issues created by these
misalignments?
Tech playbooks and strategic roadmap execution – typical challenges, best practices for execution, and
related mitigation strategies? What works and what doesn’t?
In what ways does your technology/digital value creation change, shift, or evolve over the course of the
hold period?
Sharing best practices in digitizing before the exit

Unlocking the due diligence imperative to rapidly achieve the value creation plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How is your due diligence playbook changing in the current economic environment?
Conducting diligence in a stressed/distressed environment
Operating partner-deal partner dynamics in understanding a company’s potential pre-acquisition
Partnering with deal teams for success: how to manage the collaboration between the deal side and
value side and integrate both sides effectively
Where are PE Firms investing time and resources across functional areas in due diligence?
Refining your due diligence playbook in identifying risks and value creation opportunities: how
operating partners are involved in the process to accelerate and determine the value creation levers
Pre-deal assessments of the leadership team – how to know if/when to switch out members to rapidly
achieve the value creation plan
Understanding how due diligence impacts the holistic cycle and your value creation journey
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11:45

All-weather commercial strategy: no regret moves for the current environment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12:20

Use predictive targeting to increase sales rep productivity and shift revenue mix
Take share from competitors weakened during the last two years
Build an integrated sales enablement process to attract, onboard, ramp and retain high performing
sales talent
Sharpen your differentiated value proposition and codify it in sales engagement software
Create stronger alignment between sales and operations
Design and roll out the next generation of price optimization
Address headcount imbalances that crept into commercial organizations over the last two years (e.g.,
revenue ops, sales engineers)

Coffee break

Interactive Working Group Series 1 | 12:30
Interactive Working Group 1 (for operating partners only) | Operating Partner-Chief Information/Chief
Technology Officer dynamics: dos and don’ts
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding how the office of the CIO/CTO is becoming more strategic and what to look for in a CIO/CTO?
What are the challenges? How are operating partners influencing portco CIO/CTO decision making? How is the
engagement approach changing in the modern workforce setup?
Cooperation and collaboration tech value creation partnerships: comparing dynamics
Looking at best practices in working with different types of companies to deliver value
What will the future role of the Chief Information/Technology Officer look like?

Interactive Working Group 2 (for operating partners only) | Modernizing your finance function:
uncovering the most important elements to drive value for organizations
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial transformations to support modern organizations: operating partners share their thoughts
Modern approaches to finance to ensure the organization’s people, processes, data, and technology work in concert
Uncover stories of how modern CFOs and finance teams are embracing automation and tech integrations as a value-add
service: what areas of automation in finance and accounting have been the most successful?
Drive forward-looking insights and improved performance management with advanced data and analytics
Data uses to enable predictive financial planning and analysis (FP&A)
Upskill and evolve people capabilities to be successful in a modern finance environment
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Interactive Working Group 3 (for operating partners only) | The future 100-day plan recipe: operating
partners share viewpoints
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•
•
•

100-day plans in a recessionary environment: how does your recipe change at this inflection point and what will the
future look like?
Fast start: coming out strong from day one in onboarding new portfolio companies even in the face of recent uncertainty
Exposing the challenges of getting management to maintain focus in the first 100 days: what does your engagement
model look like and how do you go about achieving alignment?
How to prioritize and identify the most important value creation areas to focus on: what’s key for your first 100 days to
convert to execution?
Best practices for the first 30–100 days vs. 365+
Day 1-100: structured approaches, pragmatic actions, tools, and resources to bring about rapid alignment and focus

Interactive Working Group 4 (for operating partners only) | Creating carveouts and greenfields – the new
reality to put capital to productive use
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•

PE dry powder needs to be put to good use, but, with limited assets to buy or invest in, PE firms must be creative
Deal teams and operating teams are confronted with the new challenge of formulating new businesses in the form of
creative carveouts and greenfield startups
Proactivity in identifying sectors, unmet needs, and building a business case and investment thesis will become more
critical in the future
Establishing a playbook to address these new challenges will differentiate one firm over another in the competitive PE
space

1:10

Networking Lunch

1:10

Women in PE and VC portfolio operations lunch (invitation-only for operating partners)
This closed-door lunch discussion will explore what it’s like being a woman in PE and VC portfolio
operations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uncovering what being a woman operating partner means and how to be successful in your role
What are the issues causing a disparity in genders?
Exploring career paths, development, and how to position yourself as female leaders
Is your firm focused on women’s leadership at portfolio companies?
Does your company have any specific programs, leadership coaching and assessments geared towards
promoting women’s leadership?
Are there any changes in recruiting that will create a more equal playing field?
Looking at trends and stats in gender in PE and VC

Sponsored by: A&M
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Functional Breakout Series 1 | 2:10
Track 1 Operationalizing data analytics playbooks and reporting to augment your decision making
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using predictive analytics, and data integration for smarter decision making
Advanced data science and predictive analytics to open up new revenue streams
Looking at high value use cases per sector
Managing cross functional data/KPIs and tying it to the company’s strategy
PE portfolio management new tools: best methodologies for portfolio company reporting and benchmarking
How do you help a company become more data-oriented? How do you avoid the pitfalls of sitting on data without
operationalizing it?
What has been the biggest challenge in collecting the “right” data? How are you dealing with it?
Applying growth KPIs and ongoing metrics in different stages to track portco performance

Track 2 Practical steps to embedding ESG within value creation in the new sustainable economy
The pandemic, climate change, and both regulatory and LP pressure have combined to make ESG an inescapable item
on the agenda of every PE fund. Here we will look at how your ESG efforts can, in this new environment, evolve from a
risk mitigation and compliance exercise towards identifying and driving long-term value creation:
•
•
•
•
•

ESG due diligence best practices: How are GPs viewing ESG through the lens of value creation? How is ESG influencing
the investment thesis?
Driving ESG performance across the portfolio: What are common areas of misunderstanding about the purpose of
ESG? How are operating partners prioritizing ESG? Where are they finding value creation opportunities in climate, DEI,
and talent management?
Enabling resilience: How does ESG enhance a company’s relevance in turbulent markets and over the long-term?
Role of ESG data: How are GPs standing up efficient and insightful ESG tracking across the portfolio? How are GPs
balancing the needs of portfolio companies and LPs? How is ESG resulting in better decisions?
ESG considerations for exit: How can ESG enhance a portfolio company’s equity story? Where are GPs focusing ESG
efforts ahead of exit?

Track 3 Better leadership: accelerate time to value across the deal cycle
•
•
•
•
•

Custom fit your human capital playbook to optimize each stage of the investment – pre-deal, closing, 100 days, mid-deal,
pre-exit, exit
Practices for bettering executive team due diligence, pre-deal to post-close
Even more ways to achieve max momentum in the first 100 days
Drive exceptional outcomes on executive searches in the current business climate
Using executive assessment as a strategic weapon
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Track 4 The changing lens of the CFO: how to position and leverage your finance function in the current
environment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recession-proof your portfolio companies: understanding how a recession will impact the role of the CFO and what must
be done
Transforming finance from a cost-center into a value-creation engine
Operating partners share extensive value creation experiences at portfolio companies in building out finance and
accounting to position a company for scale and growth (especially over the last four months)
Discovering tools/ tactics being employed by finance executives and PE partners and what will be required in future
Understanding what an optimized F&A function looks like in this environment and why this is critical to prioritizing the
value creation plan
Looking at effective ways to mitigate risk

Functional Breakout Series 2 | 2:50
Track 5 Delivering faster time to value through service transformation
This session will allow you to learn from companies that implemented service transformation with quick time-to-value
and hear insights from key players responsible for sales and service excellence. Key points to be covered include:
•
•
•

Planning, and project preparation recommended to deliver value quickly
Service strategies with fast time-to-value
Case example(s) of project end-to-end and financial impact

Track 6 Building a culture of innovation: key success factors to transform your companies
•
•
•
•
•

Best practices in driving innovation through people: how do you equip your people to deliver innovation and create an
environment that nurtures their efforts?
Understanding how sustainable innovation requires the right: leadership, processes, capabilities, resourcing, and culture
Unlocking the right new technologies and tools to deliver value and drive revenue
Understanding how to improve enterprise planning and automate processes
Driving continuous innovation and augmented intelligence across the different functions

Track 7 Human capital due diligence done right: uncovering opportunities for PE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talent due diligence dos and don’ts: operating partners share lessons learned
New challenges in assessing management teams and talent across all levels
How are operating teams working effectively with investment teams when it comes to talent due diligence?
Understanding where the opportunities lie in the current environment
What tools and resources are most effective in executing your talent due diligence playbook
Turnover cost savings identification practices in due diligence
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Track 8 Winning after the deal: the key to smooth post-acquisition integrations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achieving cohesion between the diligence phase and integration planning process to move toward long-term
performance
Effective synergy modelling, value capture and governance throughout the transaction lifecycle
Effective talent management, communications, and culture alignment through the transaction lifecycle
Getting the synergies right post acquisition and ensuring day 1 readiness through effective assessments, engagement,
and strategy
Developing 90–100 day integration playbooks: identifying the value drivers
Mitigating risks through successful integration planning and execution support at the overall transaction level and at the
functional levels

Functional Breakout Series 3 | 3:30
Track 9 Effectively managing healthcare across the portfolio: a Blackstone story
Healthcare is one of the largest challenges in the US; it’s typically the second biggest expense for companies behind only salaries.
Here we will explore components of Blackstone’s platform and lay out six initiatives which do not rely on significant scale or
healthcare expertise to drive exceptional outcomes to make healthcare healthier for the portfolio. PE and operating executives
have a huge opportunity to make healthcare better when it comes to managing spending and keeping costs flat. Giving the HR
leaders what they need and tracing the roadmap of what you can do will help you to think about enacting this change through:
• C-suite engagement
• Broker RFP/evaluations
• Carrier (insurer) RFP
• Leveraging pharmacy collectives and stoploss collectives
• Dependent eligibility audit

Track 10 Leveraging technology and data to unlock value
•
•
•

Identifying, quantifying, and enhancing conviction of digital opportunities during diligence
Unlocking the value of existing data to drive behaviors and improve performance
Enhancing the moments that matter in the value chain through digital enhancements to capture value across all
stakeholder groups including customers, vendor partners, and talent and labor

Track 11 CFO-PE operating partner dynamics: critical factors in creating a value generating finance
function
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding how investor-backed CFOs are optimizing for growth
Accelerating your finance value creation function through people, processes, and technology
Sharing how CFOs of investor-backed businesses must adapt their finance and accounting functions to drive operational
gains faster
Creating an impactful portfolio company CFO: how can PE best support portco CFOs?
Establishing roadmaps for CFOs: expectations vs. reality
Finance and accounting reporting and assessment best practices
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Track 12 GTM levers for today’s market realities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gaining insight and building momentum through commercial diligence
Mobilizing management on commercial VCP initiatives that move the needle
Leadership – installing the commercial talent needed to bring the deal thesis to life
Pricing – putting up quick wins and building foundational disciplines
Segmentation and targeting – directing the business to markets that matter
Channels – diversifying routes to market
Revenue operations and enablement – establishing visibility and preparing the organization to scale
Engaging management teams throughout the hold and sustaining change adoption

Functional Breakout Series 4 | 4:10
Track 13 Riding the talent wave into 2023 & beyond: an inside look at challenges and opportunities for PE
During economically challenging times, companies find themselves whipsawed from feast to famine when it comes to
resourcing their work. In the short term, hiring freezes and layoffs create delivery problems. This leads to more
emphasis on operating expense budgeting until the next wave of adding back employees commences. This panel will
discuss how leaders ride this wave, create value through it all and emerge stronger on the other side. Key points to be
covered include:
•
•
•

Hiring freezes, spending limitations, and layoffs: operating partners share lessons learned from previous downturns
How to deliver speed during times of constraint: how can companies stay fast while operating under constraints?
Sharing innovative ways companies are solving talent challenges in the current environment: what leadership skills are
necessary in this operating context?

Track 14 Operating partners: what does your tech scorecard look like in a downturn?
•
•
•
•

Operating partners share key tech portfolio initiatives being delivered in a downturn
What can tech and tech operations do to protect EBITDA?
How the profile of tech-spending changes during a downturn?
Looking at steps to remedy: how to transform from problem solving to maximizing value in the years to come

Track 15 Optimizing revenue across the full bowtie: driving sustainable growth during a downturn
In order to maximize recurring revenue and increase efficiency and productivity, the most successful companies are
employing a full funnel strategy, using a ‘bowtie’ rather than ‘funnel’ and applying a common operating system across
Sales, Marketing, and Customer Success. The panel will cover the current market, and the strategies PE operating
partners are applying to drive sustainable growth during turbulence such as:
•
•
•
•
•

How to achieve sustainable growth, rather than growth at all costs
How to improve revenue productivity per rep, rather than hiring more reps
What it really means to have a shared methodology and common language across Marketing, Sales, and Customer
Success
How to optimize recurring revenue from existing customers
Developing an action plan by company stage to drive sustainable growth
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Track 16 Navigating supply chain disruptions: a first-hand look at PE responses and initiatives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uncovering severe supply chain disruptions that have had significant impacts on timely delivery and product costs
How is inflation/price inflation affecting distribution costs and your supply chain strategy overall?
What new/recent strategies have you adopted to enhance resiliency and meet customer demand?
Are you looking at more solutions in region for your region?
How have constraints affected your ability to grow and drive innovation in companies?
What are some innovative examples of supply chain management that worked through the pandemic?
Supply chain cost optimization in this environment: individual company vs. cross-portfolio programs

4:50 Networking coffee break

Interactive Working Group Series 2 | 5:00
Interactive Working Group 5 (for operating partners only) | Uncovering the keys to operational
improvement success factors
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
ERP implementation alone does not equate to operational improvement. Operational improvement is far more
nuanced and involves the effective balancing of technology, management, and human capital elements. Achieving
true operational improvement requires the implementation of a robust ERP ecosystem that serves as a technology
backbone to support optimized business processes that are supported by an effective change management strategy,
an accountable management team and capable and well-trained users. This interactive roundtable will explore the
keys to operational improvement success in terms of both technology and general operational improvement
transformations by looking at:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Realistic expectation setting and effective change management strategy
Sound implementation partner and methodology advice
The importance of data migration strategy and timing
Successful blueprinting, testing, and training planning approaches
Cutover planning tips
Maintenance and support planning best practices

Interactive Working Group 6 (for operating partners only) | An inside look at the metaverse and what the
future holds for PE operating partners
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding what the metaverse means to you in your value creation journey as an operating partner
Uncovering key elements in looking at the enterprise, consumer, and infrastructure side
How the metaverse ties in with ongoing IT trends like IoT, AR/VR, and gaming
Sharing what will be needed from a data and network functionality perspective to meet the consumer side
Understanding different use cases for the metaverse by industry and customer segment
Grasping the importance of having the right infrastructure in place to meet the required level of interaction and
experience within the metaverse
In what ways will it impact and influence PE and your future tech roadmap
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Interactive Working Group 7 (for operating partners only) | Human capital strategies for mitigating risk
and driving growth throughout the investment lifecycle
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•

Underwriting and assessing human capital impact during diligence – how to measure the people side of the deal
Reducing new portfolio company onboarding times – and gaining faster traction towards delivering on the investment
thesis
Preventing costly organizational derailments during the hold period – and how to identify development opportunities
that will have outsized impact on performance
Leveraging outcomes and human capital excellence to achieve exit premiums – maximizing the return on your
development investment

Interactive Working Group 8 (for operating partners only) | When supply chains fail: repairing them now
while building agility and resiliency
The pandemic was the “black swan” event that precipitated many of the current supply chain problems, but it was not
the cause. This session will dissect this concept by allowing the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion
with a designated facilitator:
•
•
•
•

5:40

Examine and discuss recent examples of supply chain failures and share specific solutions that fixed difficult problems
while ensuring greater agility and resiliency in the future
Reveal pre-existing vulnerabilities, deeper root causes, and valuable lessons for the future
Uncover expert insights, practical solutions, and “future proof” designs to avoid known pitfalls and build agility
Operating partners share recent challenges and lessons learned with their peers to help each other build stronger, more
resilient supply chains

End of day one and networking cocktail reception
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Day 2:

Thursday, October 20

7:45

Registration and breakfast

7:45

Breakfast deep dive discussion (invitation-only for operating partners) — Working with CEOs: dos
and don’ts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Setting up productive relationships with CEOs across the deal lifecycle: managing tension and helping to
bridge alignment
How to best partner with CEOs in creating value in a recessionary environment
If you had to hire a new CEO today what profile and characteristics would you prefer?
Supporting new CEOs as well as CEOs new to PE to help them operate at full power
How do you do good CEO performance reviews: what is the right process for it
What does the next generation CEO look like? What can be done to identify that next generation and
coach them?
Sharing of lessons learned and do overs: what works and what doesn’t?

Hosted by: “AlixPartners”
Think Tank Series I
8:30

Think tanks for full-time operating partners: value creation war room (invitation-only)
This closed-door discussion will allow you to learn and share best practices of successful operating
partners. The think tank will allow you to submit topics to be introduced by the facilitators and
discussed in the room. It will allow you to select one of the rooms:
Room 1 Digital and Technology Operating Partners
Room 2 Human Capital/Talent Operating Partners
Room 3 Sales and Revenue Growth Operating Partners

Think Tank Series II
9:15

Think tanks for full-time operating partners: value creation war room (invitation-only)
This closed-door discussion will allow you to learn and share strategies together with your operating
partner peers. It will also allow you to submit topics to be discussed in value creation:
Room 1 Emerging Operating Partners (1-2 years in PE)
Room 2 Advanced Operating Partners

10:00

Chairman’s welcome
Tim Sanders, Vice President, Client Strategy, Upwork
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10:10

The evolution of value creation: PE operating partners compare models
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comparing operating partner models: how are operating partner models evolving in PE and at your
firm? How is the operating model different/unique at your firm?
Comparing team designs/structures from generalists to functional specialists
How to deploy an operating team throughout the phases of the investment lifecycle
What types of companies/industries does your model work well in and not work well in?
Embedding your deal teams in your operating model: bridging the gap between the investment teams’
model and what happens in reality
Making the “magic quadrant” work: how the deal partner, operating partner, CEO, and board can work
together to deliver value creation
Uncovering where successful operating partner teams focus their attention: value creation team
processes, resources, and playbooks
What does your engagement approach with portfolio companies look like? How is the engagement
approach changing? How do you build trust?

•
10:50

Fireside chat: Underwriting for growth in times of economic uncertainty
•
•
•
•
•

•

11:30

Strategically managing pricing in an inflationary and recessionary environment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12:00

How will changes in valuations impact the hurdle for investing in capital projects?
If hold periods become extended, what opportunities and challenges does this represent?
With thinner margins for error, what controls can be put in place to monitor costs and transformation
outcomes?
The ability for a portfolio company to react quickly to market conditions is more important than ever
but agility is not easily quantified. Discuss successful ways to value and enable business agility.
Despite the economic slowdown, there is still expected to be a talent gap for the foreseeable future in
areas like digital transformation and machine learning. What are some effective strategies that help
mitigate this risk? What role does automation play?
How does the role of partners change in this new climate?

Uncovering how pricing is a key element of organic growth in a recessionary/inflationary environment
in looking at market, market share, consolidation
Implementing urgent and opportunistic pricing changes in current times
Looking at inflation and current opportunity for different industries
Engaging with companies to successfully execute pricing projects
Aligning value delivered with willingness-to-pay by using strategic pricing and packaging for longer-term
Leveraging segmentation, value positioning, and value communication to improve and sustain price
realization in the medium-term
Using data and other tools for better pricing and adjustments

Networking break
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Interactive Working Group Series 3 | 12:20
Interactive Working Group 9 (for operating partners only) |Value creation for employee benefits and risk
programs: strategies to create sustainable value inside your portfolios across the entire lifecycle
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•

Remove excess costs and waste from employee benefits programs without cost-shifting, plan degradation, or member
disruption
Learn how to take back and maintain control of your benefits program with a best-in-class governance framework
Discover ways to evaluate commercial insurance programs for coverage enhancements, savings opportunities, and
market checks
See what an optimal sourcing process entails for both risk management and benefits programs

Interactive Working Group 10 (for operating partners only) | Cybersecurity: operating partners share war
stories
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to raise your standards in the current cyber epidemic in working with your portfolio companies and their functional
areas of business?
How do you define good cybersecurity? What is enough security? How prescriptive are you on cybersecurity?
Cyber assessments and resource allocation: how is security diligence changing?
How do you engage with portfolio company teams about cyber?
First-hand stories in dealing with cybersecurity breaches: what to do and what not to do
What are current implications for PE when it comes to cyber in the changing geopolitical and financial world? How are
these challenges being met?
Cost effective portfolio security measures and risk management
Addressing cyber liability insurance carrier requirements

Interactive Working Group 11 (for operating partners only) | Digital transformation dos and don’ts across
different industries: operating partners share specific elements
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the boundaries of Digital, and what does it mean to Digitally transform?
What are the 2–3 plays that drive the most value with regard to Digital in your Industry/Sector?
How do you approach Digital transformation in the transaction lifecycle…when do you asses, design, implement and how
do you sequence this relative to other activities?
What are the biggest challenges and opportunities in driving Digital (people, process, technology, adoption)
Where’s the tipping point with regard to value creation vs not worth the effort (i.e. are you up for the tough Tech
projects and multi-year efforts)
What are the examples or stories that really showcase success?
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Interactive Working Group 12 (for operating partners only) | Procurement after transformations:
why great assets and operators keep creating value
This session will allow the audience to join an interactive roundtable discussion with designated facilitators:
•
•
•
•
•

1:00

Value creation from procurement needs more than a one-off transformation – what ensures ongoing value delivery in
procurement?
What do great assets with sustained procurement performance look like – KPIs and qualitative indicators?
How to uncover performance of your assets outside of a transformation
Effective approaches and interventions to improve ongoing value delivery post transformation
How Operating Partners can unblock common challenges – sponsorship, resourcing, finance partnering, ambition levels

Networking Lunch

Functional Breakout Series 5 | 1:50
Track 17 Portfolio Case Study — EBITDA growth through healthcare cost reduction
The next few years will provide significant challenges for companies to manage medical costs while supporting
employee health. Learn how a leading PE firm in the country provides solutions to questions such as:
•
•
•
•

How can CFOs break the cycle of medical spend creep?
Can your portfolio executives improve employee engagement while simultaneously eliminating wasted spend?
Healthcare navigation: balancing employee needs with financial realities
Can CHROs/CFOs change the health insurance model to improve outcomes/employee satisfaction while driving EBITDA?

Track 18 Maximizing ESG impact across your portfolio’s supply chain
•
•
•
•
•

Procurement’s role in achieving sustainability goals, while reducing costs, managing risk and improving your competitive
position
How to execute a decarbonization and energy efficiency/renewable strategy across your portfolio, including funding
solutions that eliminate capital constraints to scale savings
Exploring solutions for managing emissions throughout the supply chain across portfolio companies
Delivering on supplier diversity and inclusive procurement practices with an ESG framework
Uncovering data and key metrics in supplier diversity and ESG for the supply chain

Track 19 Tech due diligence imperatives: aligning and leveraging technology with your investment thesis
•
•
•
•
•

Operating partner anecdotes recounting successful tech due diligence and post-close technology readiness in partnering
with investment teams, providers, and target companies
What is most critical to accurately understand a company’s technology environment pre-deal?
How do you connect buy-side technology diligence to company valuation?
How do you leverage technology diligence to start value creation within your portfolio company?
What role do you see for technology diligence on the sell side?
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Functional Breakout Series 6 | 2:30
Track 20 Leveraging strategic providers and partnerships in driving value creation across the portfolio
•
•
•
•
•

Why partnerships for value creation should not be limited to only procurement/preferred pricing/savings (although this
is an important benefit of establishing these partnerships)
Vetting partners to identify them as leaders in what they do as part of the initial alignment before deploying them into
the portfolio community
Creating a framework for how you engage/work with your partner network in identifying opportunities for optimization
and value creation
Setting expectations and communicating effectively to keep your partner network working within the framework and
guidelines of your operating strategies
Monitoring and tracking your successes and impacts to the business

Track 21 Key considerations in commercial due diligence: operating partners share their thoughts
•
•
•
•

Understanding how to make your companies more successful early on in looking at how customers think
Sharing thoughts on how effective design of commercial due diligence makes you a better PE owner
Unlocking capabilities in commercial diligence to enable key growth decisions post acquisition
Uncovering key commercial diligence considerations in looking at your: market, customers, competitors, the resiliency of
your target companies, key value generation and integration initiatives

Track 22 Tech M&A playbooks: operational improvement driven by technology efficiencies
•
•
•

Organizations around the world are undergoing business transformations but how are we determining and measuring
the real impact to the business?
How do we best ensure that the original goals of the business case carry through beyond Go-Live?
How do you empower employees and key stakeholders to get the most out of the transformation?

Functional Breakout Series 7 | 3:10
Track 23 Building an effective talent function for your PE firms and portfolio companies
•
•
•
•
•
•

How operating teams are using talent to drive value creation plans: what does your model look like?
What makes a great PE talent partner/human capital operating partner team? What will the future role of the human
capital operating partner look like?
What does transforming your talent function look like?
Best practices in working with the CEO and CHRO to support successful initiatives
Rapid acceleration of the talent value creation plan: sharing what must be done
Sharing creative practices that talent functions are embarking on
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Track 24 Unlocking cloud transformations for value creation
•
•
•
•
•
•

3:50
•
•
•
•
•
•

4:30

Cloud transformation external and internal business aspects: how to handle it with your portcos
Leveraging the cloud for security, scalability, and reliability
Create value through cost optimization and product modernization using Cloud
Multi-cloud vs. single cloud vs. hybrid cloud
Understanding the financial aspects of strategic cloud partnerships on revenue and costs
Looking at the challenges of building and hiring cloud expertise in your companies: how are you dealing with it?

Operating partner-leadership team alignment to rapidly accelerate the value creation plan
Understanding why it is now essential to rapidly accelerate value creation and transform companies faster
Fast start: coming out strong from day one in onboarding new portfolio companies (even in the face of recent uncertainty)
Accelerating management team performance post transaction: how to do it quickly and robustly for it to have an ongoing
impact in the lifecycle sooner and sooner
Aligning value initiatives with management: how do you influence CEOs/management teams? How do you get management
teams aligned when shifting management teams?
Engaging with your portfolio companies throughout the investment lifecycle: how do you get them to let go of the reigns?
How do you build trust to be able to scale faster?
Looking at executing in the four phases: the legacy team, the middle management team to get where needed, the more
specialized team, and the exit phase

Closing remarks and end of conference
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